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Laboratory of                  

Fluid Dynamics and 

Technical Flows

Methods and Equipment

➢ Classical and optical measurement techniques 

for single- and two-phase flows, possibly with 

chemical reactions (LDA/PDA, shadow 

imaging, PIV, LIF, PTV, Raman, Rayleigh, 

spectroscopy...)

➢ Simultaneous non-intrusive measurements

➢ Numerical simulation codes for specific 

investigations (turbulent flows with chemical 

reactions, medical flows, two-phase flows...),

as well as for the analysis of industrial 

installations and processes

➢ HPC-Cluster for research and teaching

➢ Flow optimization

➢ Permanent experimental set-ups: 

two-phase wind tunnel; open and closed water 

channels; gravity-driven flow installations; 

bubble columns; two-phase flows; mixing and 

separation

➢ Rheology lab for measurements of fluid 

properties



Investigation

and

Optimization of

Complex Flows

Industrial flows

Multiphase flows

Reacting flows

Turbomachinery

Complex fluids, 

Medical flows

theoretical/numerical experimental

Contact : Dr. P. Berg 

Complex fluids & Medical flows

➢Blood flows/medical applications,    

hemolysis, thrombosis, blood pumps

➢Rheological investigation of the properties

of suspensions

➢Rheological description of now-newtonian     

fluids

➢Drag reduction in suspensions

Multiphase flows

➢Experimental investigations involving optical 

methods (PDA, Shadowgraphy, PIV-LIF, PTV)

➢Numerical prediction of Particle Size 

Distributions (moment methods)

➢Experimental and numerical investigation of 

two-phase flows with particles, droplets, 

bubbles

➢Mixing and separation processes

➢Bubble columns

➢Film flows

Contact : Dr. P. Kováts

Reacting flows

➢Mixing processes with chemical reactions

➢Two-phase mass transfer (gas-liquid)

➢Simultaneous quantitative measurements (e.g. 

PIV-LIF)

➢Investigation of flame/acoustic                              

and flame/vortex interactions

➢Development of numerical methods and codes: 

simulation of laminar and turbulent 3D- flows 

with detailed reaction schemes and transport 

models

Contact : Dr. K. Zähringer

Turbomachines

➢Flow investigations using PIV, including off-

design regimes

➢Optimization of water and wind turbines

➢Fluid-Structure Interaction

➢Behavior and efficiency of centrifugal pumps for 

two-phase flows

➢Validation of numerical simulations

➢Influence of inflow conditions

Contact : Dr. S. Hoerner

Fascinating simulations in 
fluid mechanics from 2022

Lattice Boltzmann (LBM) Simulation of the packed beds of a
bulk reactor

The optimization of heat and mass transfer in many industrial
processes depends on the flow characteristics of packed beds.
The simulation is run with a transparent 11-layer packed bed
for particle Reynolds numbers ranging from 200 to 500, and
validated using the experimental results. Simulations were
performed using 22 million grid points on 700 cores.

Neeraj, Hosseini

DNS study of the turbulent particulate pipe flow using
LBM

DNS Simulation of single-phase and particulate turbulent
pipe flow at friction Reynolds number of 180 with 85
million grid points over 2560 cores have been done using
Hermite central moments LBM.

Gharibi, Hosseini

In-silico analysis of the Contour
Neurovascular System (CNS) in
intracranial aneurysms

In an in-silico analysis of a CNS placed in
intracranial aneurysm phantom models, a
CAD geometry is deformed and virtually
implanted in simulations to match an
experimentally placed reference CNS.
Simulation results show flow reduction in
the aneurysm sack after CNS placement.

Gaidzik, Korte, Schütz 

LBM simulation of an intracranial aneurysm considering
non-Newtonian flow

A realistic non-Newtonian closure for the viscous stress
tensor was used in a blood flow simulation of a patient-
specific cerebral aneurysm. Simulations were conducted
using ALBORZ over 26 million grid points and 3169 cores.

Huang, Hosseini

DNS of NH3/H2 clean combustion in prechamber/main chamber
system

DNS with detailed NH3/H2 chemical kinetics and molecular diffusion
model has been done in a realistic geometry. Details of turbulent flame
dynamics and pollutant emission characteristics are investigated.

Chi

Hemodynamic simulations of cerebral arteriovenous
malformations (AVM)

A cerebral AVM is a challenging neurovascular disease,
characterized by a tangle-like direct connection of the
arterial and venous vessels. With the help of CFD-based
blood flow simulations, in-depth insights into these
complex vascular structures are obtained.

Stahl, Berg

Simulations of a single S-ma crystal using LBM

Mandelic acid is particularly important in the pharmaceutical industry for the organic synthesis of active
components. Based on LBM, crystallization dynamics modeling of a single (S)-mandelic acid crystal in an
aqueous solution is combined with a phase-field model and compared to experimental data (left).

Tan, Hosseini

Counter-current solid-liquid extraction process

The phase distribution in a continuously operated counter-current extraction
process of Artemisia Annua L. leaves is simulated. It is used to study the
residence time behavior of the involved solid (leaves) and liquid (solvent)
phase which effects the extraction efficiency.

Lehr

Direct numerical simulation (DNS) of stenotic pipe
flows: Transition and acoustic excitation

Stenotic pipe flow is simulated as a simple model
for laryngeal air flow. DNS have been performed at
Reynolds numbers of 400, 500, 750, 1000, and
1800. Axisymmetric and eccentric pipes are
compared to detect the transition and acoustic
excitation. For DNS, simulations require 270 million
grid points for y+ = 0.55.

Abdelsamie

Intracycle angular velocity control of a
two-bladed cross-flow tidal turbine

A novel control strategy is introduced to
maximize power output in cross-flow
tidal turbines by optimizing rotation
rate as a function of blade position. The
simulation was run over 10 revolutions
with 52 million cells using 40 nodes for
45 days.

Abdelghafar, Kerikous

Flow field investigations on a cross-flow
tidal turbine

Hydrokinetic tidal cross-flow turbines
feature complex flow structures with
alternating flow separation and
reattachment on the rotor blades. These
numerical analyses of the flow fields provide
the basis for a subsequent automatized CFD
driven optimization process of the blade
shapes using genetic algorithms.

Ruiz-Hussmann, Delafin, Bonamy, 
Delannoy, Hoerner

Hemodynamic assessment of
the pathological moving left
ventricle function

Ultrasound data of the moving
left ventricle was captured
within 10 patients with mitral
insufficiency during rest and
exercise. Simulations based on
the moving ventricular wall
reveal higher kinetic energy
during the exercise.

Korte
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Simulation of airflow in the
upper respiratory tract

Patient individual airflow
simulations based on CT data are
used to assess the work of
breathing. The comparison of the
respiration process before and
after laryngeal surgery allows
quantification of improvement in
breathing efficiency.
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